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Through the publication of Mihai Iovănel’s History of 
Contemporary Romanian Literature: 1990-2020, Romanian 
literary historiography receives an opening towards a path 
divergent from the organicist and essentialist practices 
engraved in its tradition. Among the remarkable contributions 
brought forth by Iovănel’s historiography stands his 
methodological approach, more specifically, the insertion of 
the Romanian literary phenomenon between 1990-2020 into a 
larger theoretical frame. In this way, domestic historiographic 
analysis can finally be put in conjunction with the most 
frequented methodological instruments currently circulating 
abroad, thus permitting insertion into a wider, transnational 

context. Moreover, the systemic reading of the evolution of the 
local cultural field factually and comprehensively reveals the 
history of literature, thus deconstructing myths and removing 
the taboo of becoming as key figures of the field by many 
important literary agents. Thus, the concept of the autonomy of 
the aesthetic is also subjected to such a removal as a functional 
concept inside of the literary field. The concept of autonomy 
and most particularly the dichotomy between the autonomy 
of the aesthetic and heteronomy irrigated the debates of the 
domestic cultural space long before the Communist period. 
For instance, at least since the end of the 19th century when the 
well-known polemic between the aesthetical idealism of Titu 
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Maiorescu and the anti-autonomist and materialist reflexive 
thought of Constantin Dobrogeanu Gherea occurred, it has 
articulated the underlying conditions of a string of positional 
marks. The socialist ideological position of Gherea weakens 
to the benefit of Maiorescu’s aesthetic idealism during the 
beginning of the 20th Century1. Moreover, concerning the 
cultural context during Communism, on the one hand, 
the sole focus on aesthetics is eradicated, assigned to the 
bourgeois vision on the artwork2; on the other hand, beginning 
with the shift of the ideological framework starting in the 
60’s, the struggle between the autonomist fraction and the 
heteronomous fraction starts to become manifest, converted 
at this point into a struggle between “literarity” and aesthetics 
as a subversive movement3 and heteronomy, conceived as a 
politically subservient discourse, classifiable as politically 
compromised and symbolically worthless texts. 

Related to the Iovănel’s sociological reading of the evolution 
of concept of the autonomy of the aesthetic, worth noting is 
that one of the remarkable contributions that Gisèle Sapiro 
makes to the sociology of literature and culture is that of 
clarifying Bourdieu’s concept of autonomy4, so easily misread 
as a pure and essentialist manifestation of artistic forms in a 
cultural field governed by its own laws. In a study dedicated 
to rethinking autonomy (“Repenser le concept d’autonomie 
pour la sociologie des biens symboliques”), Sapiro argues 
for the relativity of the concept bringing in conjunction 
three traditions of thought: the sociology of professions, 
Marxist reflection theory, and field theory, at the same time 
demonstrating the immanence of external conditions of 
production, circulation and reception of symbolic goods even 
if such conditions are downplayed if viewed from an entirely 
self-contained standpoint. In short, she points out that 
pertaining to the autonomy, mainly in the cultural field theory, 
there is a substantial gap between discourse and practice, 
advancing many cases from the French literary field of 
intellectual movements that declared themselves autonomist 
at a rhetorical level, but in their practice betrayed their 
heteronomous character. The most notable example nuanced 
by Sapiro being, for instance, the case of the previously 
prestigious but then-defunct literary magazine “La Nouvelle 
Revue Française” (NRF), revived on the initiative of German 
ambassador Otto Abetz during the Nazi German occupation. 
The autonomist principles of the journal were invalidated 
by its undeclared devotion to the Nazi ideological power 
through refusals of former collaborators, with regard not to 
their literary competence, but to their Communist political 
commitments or their Jewish origin5. 

The main contribution of this paper resides in extending 
the functions of the concept of aesthetic autonomy through 
showing how this shadow-concept conceals a strategy that 
post-Communist intellectual fractions used in order to 
occupy key positions in the field. The kernel of the analysis 
aims to show how inside of the Romanian literary field, the 
concept of autonomy was always instrumentalized towards 
certain political and ideological interests. These implicit 
biases are revealed as the actual function of the autonomist 

discourse via the contextualizing and sociological analyses 
performed by Iovănel which makes manifest the extra-
literary facts surrounding the events within the field. Such 
an understanding of the autonomy of the aesthetic is also 
informed by Gisele Sapiro’s theoretical contributions, thus 
revealing the relative nature of the autonomy and its political 
and ideological function within the local literary field.

Mihai Iovănel tackles the literary phenomenon during 
Communism in the terms of the struggle between 
autonomism and heteronomy too, which became the one of 
the main cores that mobilizes the process of (re)positioning 
in the field throughout Communist period, and which also 
supported the practices of exclusion, later going on to fuel the 
anti-Communist discourse after ’89.  Thus, the liberalization 
of the 60’s gave rise to the splitting of the field until ’89, and 
the categorical rejection of Gherea’s reflexive thought by 
the autonomist intellectual fractions (more visible once the 
resurrection and professionalization of literary criticism was 
underway during the 70’s6, that domain being capitalized by the 
literary agents with a consistent educational and social capital 
that facilitated them in obtaining authority7), while the principle 
of literature for literature’s sake, postulated by the autonomists, 
mobilized the resources of symbolic capital accumulation 
through declaring the autonomous status of their literary 
discourse and the literary purity of their works in front of the 
regime, but at the same time neglecting that a political reaction 
is to be underlying of their autonomy8. In short, throughout the 
post-war period the autonomy of the aesthetic that engages 
principles such as art for art’s sake, literary purity or even 
political subversion works almost as a process of fetishization 
easily translatable into an anti-Communist and liberal position 
of production, circulation and perception of literary works. 

As all reflection linked to Marxism is rejected during 
both periods, before and especially after the revolution, 
through identification of the left-wing in general with a 
local experience of Communism, so is the autonomy of 
the aesthetic subjected to a similar misunderstanding, 
being conceived as autonomous: the set of works of art that 
have nothing to do either with aesthetics or autonomy9, in 
themselves inconsistent concepts, insofar as their autonomy 
resides in a challenging act in front of political power. In fact, 
from a macro point of view, the autonomy of the aesthetic in 
its local practice and at the degree of its instrumentalization 
during Communism was related to political and extra-literary 
facts. Moreover, with the fall of the Communist regime in 
’89, the structure of the literary field has been substantially 
transformed, thus during the 90s, as is argued below, the 
concept of autonomy of the aesthetic goes through a process 
of (re)politicization, being operated mainly as an instrument 
of purification and reconsideration of literary discourse, and 
in effect, the fetishization of the autonomy of the aesthetic 
reaches its paroxysm during the post-Communist era. By 
virtue of this fact, the concept becomes a reliable instance of 
capitalization of a dominant position in the cultural field on one 
hand, the concept ceasing to designate anti-systemic artworks; 
on the other hand, all anti-Marxist, liberal, neoconservative, 
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antisemitic attitudes or fascist tendencies are given refuge under 
the umbrella of the autonomy of the aesthetic; this much emerges 
clearly from Iovănel’s sociological approach and contextualized 
reading depicting the real functions of the concept of autonomy 
of the aesthetic, which has not implied either autonomy or 
aesthetic, but especially during the 90’s, works rather as a 
shadow-concept strongly frequented, acting as a cover for many 
strategies of occupying as solid positions as possible.

Politicization and institutionalization 
of the autonomy of the aesthetic 

Further reading the evolution of the autonomy of the aesthetic 
as it revealed by factually approach of Iovănel’s literary 
historiography, the volatilized treat of the concept is confirmed 
in all phases of the field, so not coincidentally Nicolae Iorga’s 
idealist autonomism is recovered under many discursive 
models from every stage of the literary history according to 
the political intention of autonomists10. The inconsistency of 
the autonomy of the aesthetic as a functional concept begin 
to be emphasized by the new generation of critics asserting 
themselves during the 2000s, and the volatilization of the 
notion gradually occurred in their research, thus in the literary 
studies the traditional aesthetical and essentialist approaches 
are challenged and dislocated by the various methodological 
frameworks. That does not mean the entire 2000s generation 
of literary critics are classifiable as following heteronomous 
theoretical paradigms; but they do tend to relinquish the 
fetishization of the autonomy of the aesthetic, giving way to a 
historicizing stage11. In addition to the abolition of fetishism, 
a significant contribution for the dissolution of the autonomy 
of the aesthetic was transparently marked by the theoretically 
and literarily barren character of the concept, unfruitful in 
both senses. So, if the methodological deconstruction of the 
autonomy has occurred since the 2000s, when the existence of 
the autonomy of the aesthetic as a viable category was called 
into question, the analysis of the literary system elaborated 
by Iovănel has the merit of factually demonstrating and 
confirming the shadow trait of the concept. Nevertheless, 
during the 90’s, the autonomy of the aesthetic has been 
the main instrument that mobilized the whole literary 
field, whereas in its name the strategies of capitalization 
of dominant position and the rehabilitation of literature in 
general, according to the interests of the fractions involved, are 
being performed. Unlike the operations of the autonomy of the 
aesthetic during Communism, when the political dimension of 
the concept arose rather against a background of the defense 
of literary discourse, even if that defense is implicitly bound 
to be anti-Communist (conceived, in general, in terms of the 
local experience of the regime) political positions through 
boycotting the political establishment of the time; during 
the 90’s, the concept is subjected to a strong ideologization 
by using the anti-Communist fraction as a viable demonizing 
instrument not only of Communism (in both the sense of 
post-war lived experience of the regime and as a theoretical 
implement), but all alternative perspectives offered by other 

intellectual fractions that interfered with the dominant agenda 
being established – in short, the autonomy of the aesthetic 
begins to work purely as a justification for ideological acts.

Sapiro’s reflection on relative autonomy in the field 
theory, within which she succeeds to articulate a very 
coherent definition of autonomy (in order of its relativity and 
inconstancy), hearkening back to Bourdieu’s theories about 
the refraction effect of the field12 and nuances his topological 
approaches, putting them in conjunction with other hypotheses 
and theories advanced by Alain Viala, Ernst Cassirer or 
Lucien Goldmann. One of the most important insights that 
comparative analyses of autonomy in a different functional 
setting (field theory, sociology of professions, Marxist 
thinkers, etc.) elaborated by Sapiro, resides in a categorical 
split between the practice and the discourse of autonomy. 
In short, as a sociologist, she has been arguing this since 
her first book, dedicated to the French Writers’ War between 
1940-1953, [La guerre des écrivains] – “it is methodologically 
necessary to distinguish between the discourse on autonomy 
and actual practice which may contradict discourse”13. In this 
order, Sapiro emphasizes through the analysis of the case 
of La NRF during Nazi German occupation that autonomy is 
not necessarily incompatible with political commitment, as far 
as the politicization of the literary groups or discourses could 
occur in many forms of defending the autonomy of the field. 
If the politicization of La NRF, as well as many other literary 
publications around which many fractions assembled, mobilized 
by the different interests revolving around these journals14, works 
in order to defend autonomy on one hand, and thus, as a strategy 
of positioning, on the other. As it regards the Romanian literary 
field during the 90’s, there occurred a conversion within the 
process of politicization of autonomy, more precisely, that it did 
not betray in its intention an act of defense of literary autonomy, 
but did betray the manner of instrumentalization of the concept 
as a viable justification with the objective of reshaping the literary 
field according to the ideological and political interests of the 
new intellectual fraction which arose after Revolution and which 
built its agenda on anti-Communist and pro-liberal attitudes, 
ranging even to conservative, anti-Semitic, racist and classist 
discourses, as it turns out from Mihai Iovănel’s comprehensive 
historiographical radiography.

Let us come back then to Iovănel’s reading of instantiations 
of the autonomy of the aesthetic throughout literary 
history under Communist era. During the 70’s and 80’s, 
the oppositional pole of the literary field is externalized to 
Paris, where, coagulating around Radio Free Europe, Monica 
Lovinescu and Virgil Ierunca assemble expelled Writers’ 
Guild members, as well as other undesirables under the local 
context holding anti-system attitudes. As the key-figures 
of literary autonomy, or, more precisely, of the movement 
underpinning the struggle against the Communist regime, 
after ’89 Monica Lovinescu plays an important role in the 
rehabilitation of the literary and cultural establishment 
– although also worth noting is that during her militant 
activity at Free Europe, Monica Lovinescu sees in the escapist 
literary discourse the only expression of the autonomization 
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of Romanian literature during Communism, also drawing 
attention to the above two categories of writers: martyrs, who 
critique the regime in a conscious manner, and writers who 
addressed their discontents within an encoded writing in 
order to assure to themselves and to their works security as 
it regards publication and compensation15. So, the process of 
promoting and recruiting authors in the anti-regime guild of 
Free Europe followed the same logic of exclusion and insertion 
(illustrating the gap between the discourse and the practice of 
autonomy) that involved criteria unrelated to literary merits, 
but rather concentrating on the relation of the authors with 
the Communist regime from Romania16. For instance, Monica 
Lovinescu downplayed the aesthetical merits of some authors 
such as Radu Petrescu or the authors involved with the Onirist 
movement, trying to co-opt them for the purpose of extracting 
from their work the politically subversive engagement. Also, 
for that reason, the Oniric movement tries to demarcate 
themselves from Lovinescu’s guild, because, as they declare, 
the reputation created by Free Europe for the authors works 
as a label of politicization of their work, having had the role of 
dislocating their literary significance17. This kind of a distortion 
of the literary discourse occurred in the local context at the 
same time - for instance, the established literary criticism 
of the 80’s, opposed to the regime and to all contextualizing 
approaches that could be amenable to a materialist or Marxist 
approach, commits in this way to a politicization of their 
critical discourse, because in the name of the autonomy of 
the aesthetic they refuse to relate the poetry of the 80’s to 
concrete reality or to socialist “modernity”18.

Once with the patenting of the east-ethical revisionism 
and reading of literature during the 90’s, defined by the same 
Monica Lovinescu, the discrepancy between the discourse 
and the practice of autonomy becomes more and more 
established, simply adding to the aesthetic evaluation of 
literature an ethical criterion, that implies in this context a 
purge of the literary agenda from the Communist and Marxist 
elements, and a marginalization of those authors who do not 
prove their anti-Communist position convincingly enough. In 
short, starting in the 90s, the autonomy of the aesthetic not 
only left its no man’s land status, but also its relevance as the 
instrument of subversion or of political struggle, as Sapiro 
emphasizes19; yet, its inconsistency is replaced by a profoundly 
ideological and political content, thus gradually the autonomy 
of the aesthetic begins to work as an umbrella that can justify 
all political or literary slips, as revealed by Iovănel’s analysis. 
Moreover, in addition to Monica Lovinescu’s project of east-
ethical restauration of the literary field, the concept of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic is subjected to a radicalization under 
the agenda of a group of liberal and conservative intellectuals 
(The Păltiniș Group), such as Gabriel Liiceanu and Andrei Pleșu 
who were key figures of the literary field at the time, along 
with many others who shared the same political and cultural 
values, such as Horia-Roman Patapievici, Mircea Cărtărescu, 
Dan C. Mihăilescu, and Vladimir Tismăneanu, many of whom 
came to prominence by capitalising on the public discourse 
during the 90s. The ideology of the group overcomes anti-

Marxist reflections, engaging into a reformation of the field 
according to their neoliberal and conservative positions, and 
of course their cultural production based on that agenda being 
interchangeable with universally accepted values in the local 
context and with the autonomy of the aesthetic, as long as it 
is situated radically at odds with the Communist cultural past. 

De-Marxization conceived as autonomization of the field is 
subjected to the process of institutionalization through certain 
institutions such as Humanitas Publishing House, Revista 22 (22 
Magazine) or Grupul pentru Dialog Social (The Group for Social 
Dialogue), whence are recruited all defenders of the purity of 
artworks. Nonetheless, contrary to their puritan principles, 
their literary discourse is subjugated by their political 
commitment, moreover, their struggle against heteronomy 
leads in itself to a heteronormization of their production. For 
instance, the conquest of public position and institutional 
power by Liiceanu’s fraction has allowed it to maintain a 
monopoly and dominant position, helping to establish their 
discourse during the 90’s as the only credible one. Thus, the 
setting up of Humanitas Publishing House in the context of 
the privatization of the previously public-owned publishing 
network,20 it becomes an (ideologically oppositional) homologue 
of etatization and ideologization of the publishing field during 
the 50s, insofar as its editorial plane mobilized an extremely 
controversial ideological apparatus, but at the discursive 
degree declaring itself very autonomist, as far as it is strongly 
demarcated from the Communist ideological perspectives. 

First of all, worth noting is that the establishment 
of Humanitas represented a singular case within the 
privatization process involving publishing houses during the 
90s. On one hand, the early post-’89 years were marked by the 
split of the field into two fractions: a conservative one, which 
pleaded for upholding the literary canon, and a revisionist 
one, mainly represented by the agents of the 80s generation. 
Nevertheless, the stake of both wings resided in the defense of 
literary autonomy, and common ground between them could 
be found in their anti-Communist beliefs, ultimately evolving 
into an axiomatic principle called by Teodora Dumitru anti-
Communism in principle21. Against the background of the 
factual effects of capitalism after revolution, it has meant 
a sentence of scarcity and bankruptcy for the cultural field, 
thus the great figures of the anti-Communist struggle start 
to look nostalgically backward to the old cultural system 
financially supported by the Communist state22.  Concordantly 
with the facilitation of the privatization process during 
the mid-90s, there occurred a significant increase in the 
number of publishing houses, of which, however, barely 
“10% (…) managed to publish more than 30 titles per year”23, 
as all cultural institutions were subjected to an economic 
philosophy imposed by the capitalist apparatus24. In any case, 
unlike other publishing houses, Humanitas was consistently 
financially supported by all governments in power during the 
90s, cynically following a hybrid business model while eulogizing 
the blessings of the free market at the same time25. Therefore, 
Humanitas occupied a strongly privileged position in the field 
among other editorial institutions, in addition to its defense of the 
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ruthless rules of the free market, starting with 1990, Humanitas 
is “assigned to the Group for Social Dialogue, the main wing of 
local anticommunism”26, that assured for Humanitas a favorable 
ground for establishing its profoundly right-oriented agenda.  

So, three main directions constitute Humanitas’ agenda, 
all of them being very conservative ideologically27: the 
valorisation of the Romanian inter-war cultural heritage (this 
process is much more radical in comparison, for instance, to 
Monica Lovinescu’s promotion of inter-war writing in Paris 
that works as an act of delimitation of the local culture from 
a Marxist Europeanism28, by explicitly recuperating the line 
of the authors associated with the fascist and anti-Semitic 
ideologies of the time, such as: Emil Cioran, Mircea Eliade, 
Constantin Noica, Nae Ionescu), the indirect exploitation of 
the inter-war brand through promoting of the disciples of 
the abovementioned authors, such as Andrei Pleșu, Gabriel 
Liiceanu, Dan C. Mihăilescu, Horia-Roman Patapievici, and the 
import of political and philosophical literature according to a 
certain right-wing ideology to aid as support in maintaining 
their anti-Communist established position29. 

The recovery of inter-war literary heritage, conceived 
as the highest expression of the autonomy of the aesthetic, 
takes over a very ideologized interface inside of Humanitas 
Publishing House, consisting of a near-rehabilitation of 
the writers emphasizing an anti-Semitic vein, that occurs 
within the recuperation of Mihail Sebastian’s figure, whose 
being inscribed into a romanticized vision above the inter-
war current, and his grievous literary destiny marked by his 
Jewish origin is not only neglected, but at the same time the 
Holocaust’s trauma is drastically minimized. For instance, 
Liiceanu overlaps his own biography with that of Sebastian’s, 
and from his perspective the victims of Communism are 
equivalent to the victims of the Holocaust, Liiceanu resuming 
in fact the hypothesis of the interchangeability relation 
between the Gulag and Holocaust from their mentor in the 
struggle against Communism and de-Marxization, Monica 
Lovinescu30. At the same time, the Legionnaire affiliation that 
is endorsed in the publishing house’s portfolio arises through 
its major project of the glorious recovery of the greatest 
figures of the Legionnaire movement during the inter-war 
period, such as Nae Ionescu. However, Humanitas’ agenda is 
maintained intact even though the political positions held by 
its agents did not suffer a significant change until now, even 
as the classist or racist attitudes of the fraction continue 
irrigating public debate. In this regard, Liiceanu’s classist 
article published during the protest organized by the Social-
Liberal party in 201731 in Contributors, a journal that serves 
as a rallying point of the right-wing, remains illustrative, as 
does Vladimir Tismăneanu’s racist content posted on a social 
media channel, with the full support of the coordinator of the 
collection of foreign literature of the Humanitas Publishing 
House, Denisa Comănescu32. In fact, the radical political 
position of the fraction aggregated around the publishing 
house owned by Gabriel Liiceanu is so obvious as to draw 
antipathy from other agents, such as Dan Petrescu33, and even 
from agents with similar political sympathies (as partisans of 

liberalism), such as Caius Dobrescu34.
The autonomy of the aesthetic is being put into circulation 

and is massively employed by the nationalist position 
represented by Eugen Simion, for instance. Paradoxically, 
even if Simion is perhaps the fiercest defender of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic, in the same time he is rejected by 
certain fractions of the intelligentsia, such as Group of Social 
Dialogues (GDS) or the Păltiniș group during the 90’s, over his 
support of Ion Iliescu’s supposedly neo-Communist politics. 
Although inscribed within the neo-Communist fraction35, 
Simion consolidated his position of authority in the literary 
field through his institutional position (he is appointed vice 
president of the Romanian Academy during Iliescu’s term in 
office) and as a solid literary agent through his declared aim of 
defending the autonomy of the aesthetic, which would become 
a core of the journal chaired by him, Caiete critice, and of his 
works at the time. If the autonomisation against the background 
of Monica Lovinescu’s est-aethical revisionism, that mobilises 
and inspires the Liiceanu fraction’s principles of liberating 
literary discourse is less persuasive even at the discoursive 
degree, Eugen Simion’s project of consolidating the autonomy 
of the aesthetic remains in the 90’s literary panorama the 
most illustrative example that confirms Gisèle Sapiro’s thesis 
about literary autonomy not being necessarily incompatible 
with political commitment. Whilst enthusiastically running 
large projects with the aim of defending and consolidating the 
autonomy of the aesthetic (even up to being caricatured into 
an apolitical profile36), in parallel Eugen Simion is explicitly 
positioned on Iliescu’s side politically while he is institutionally 
endowed within the Romanian Academy37. 

Politicized autonomy in the literary field: revisionism, 
movements, and legitimation

Further, Iovănel’s analysis above canonical debates during the 
90’s depicts also the ideologization of canonical revisionism, 
which emerges in two ways – on one hand, through exclusion 
of aesthetically viable but politically compromised writers, and 
through establishing the aesthetical criteria instrumentalized 
for embodying the liberal and anti-Communist beliefs38, on 
the other. Reading the autonomy of the aesthetic against the 
background of the anti-Communist ideological vein constitutes 
the core of the re-evaluation of literature and of the debates 
as it regards the restauration of the literary Romanian canon, 
historiographical practices, and literary criticism. The same 
paradoxical instrumentalization of the concept of autonomy 
occurs inside of all literary approaches during the 90’s, arising 
from the same dichotomy between discourse and practice of 
the concept of the autonomy of the aesthetic. As previously 
mentioned, the east-ethical revisionism established by 
Monica Lovinescu discursively postulates literary autonomy, 
but in practice betrays the ideologized and heteronomous 
dimension of the act of revisionism, for instance. In the same 
way are constructed the other agendas that revolve around 
the discussion focused on the literary canon. In this order, 
US émigré Virgil Nemoianu’s standpoint remains exemplary, 
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bringing his contribution for supplying conservative structures 
inside of canonical debates. Nemoianu is positioned on the 
part of Harold Bloom’s theoretical framework, all the while 
reproducing a local conservative discourse (based on the 
abolition of literature’s instrumentalization by the progressive 
critic), popular among several literary critics such as Eugen 
Simion or Nicolae Manolescu39. On the other hand, Nemoianu’s 
position works in an order of defending the institutional system 
that he represents rather than preserving literary works40.

The same commitment of the politicisation of the autonomy 
of the aesthetic occurred within literary criticism, especially 
among the literary critics who occupy a position of authority 
in the field. As I mentioned above, and as also pointed out 
by Sapiro, the autonomy of the aesthetic runs as a political 
struggle; more precisely, in the case of literary critics, as a 
demarcation from Socialist Realism, of the literary practices 
qualified as a derivative of the materialist ideology and as a 
conversion to anti-Communism. In the practice of literary 
criticism, the defense of the autonomy of the aesthetic occurred 
through the abolition of contextualizing approaches, even if 
that implies a denial and neglect of the literary reality, as it 
happened in the case of the approaches to poetry during the 80’s, 
mentioned previously. Nicolae Manolescu as an authority of the 
literary field since the 70s, when through his reinforced symbolic 
position honored the inertia of the beginners41 and as a most 
important figure of aestheticism, once with the changing of the 
ideological frame during the 90s, Manolescu’s autonomy of the 
aesthetic changes its interface, converting to an anti-Communist 
discourse, incorporated within a liberal standpoint42.

Starting during the 90s, the transparent politicization 
of the autonomy of the aesthetic, especially to bring the 
concept closer to the (neo)liberal, conservative and anti-
Communist fraction continues to be an important criterion 
for the evaluation and appreciation of the literary works 
during the 2000s as well. So, in the first stage, the claim of 
autonomy, especially by the anti-Communist fraction from 
exile, served as a justification for excluding other producers43 
and marginalised them, not for any literary reasons, but for 
their weak and unconvincing anti-Communist standpoint or 
for their systemic ratification during Communism44. Thus, 
from a macro perspective, it is revealed how the concept of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic becomes, in the Romanian literary 
field, interchangeable with anti-Communism and, moreover, 
with (neo)liberal or even conservative value judgements. Worth 
noting is also that the courts of legitimation endowed those 
principles of the close relation between aesthetic appreciation 
and anti-Communism. For instance, when the Democratic-
Liberal party took power during 2004-2014, on the initiative of 
the president Traian Băsescu, the Ministry of Culture begins 
to award authors with a pecuniarily consistent literary prize, 
the aim of the gesture doubtlessly being to curry favor with 
the intellectual field. It was then not by chance that in 2008 
it was Mircea Cărtărescu who was awarded this prize, him 
being one of the most vocal (neo)liberal figures of the literary 
field, and a declared sympathizer of the Băsescu regime. At 
the same time, other literary prize-related institutions that 

have previously declared themselves apolitical betrayed their 
similar affiliation with the anti-Communist ethos, seen as the 
basis for producing aesthetical and symbolic values. For instance, 
the “Augustin Frățilă” prize, of the grand total of three prizes 
that the institution awarded throughout its existence, two have 
been granted to the very well-received anti-Communist novel 
of Lucian Dan Teodorovici (Matei Bunul) and to Matei Vișniec 
(Negustorul de începuturi de roman) respectively, one of the most 
important figures of exile and explicitly positioned on the part of 
the anti-Communist fraction, so in the political context during 
2004-2014, both of them are convenient systemically. In short, 
reading the anti-Communist literary works as purely aesthetical, 
autonomous, and symbolic goods betrays the politicization of the 
producers and of their works, proving that “the politicization is 
not in itself in contradiction with the autonomy”45.

Finally, another frequented instrumentation of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic works to justify, during the 90s, not 
only certain political slips, but also those literary movements 
conjecturally classifiable as outrageous manifestations in 
their subversiveness and in their attempts to counterpoint the 
established standpoint. For instance, after ’89 the Romanian 
Orthodox Church regained its dominant position inside of 
the social and cultural field. In that context the appearance of 
Alina Mungiu-Pippidi’s play (Evangheliștii) is conceived by the 
institution of the church as an unacceptable gesture and as a 
direct attack against the institution as well as on the Christian 
religion in general. Nonetheless the drama play is awarded the 
UNITER´s prize in 1992 and it is saved by the argument of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic. On one hand, Mircea Cărtărescu 
suggests the play need not be read in an ideological manner 
(as far as the contextualized reading of the artwork could be 
incriminated as a materialist practice), and the challenging or 
banning of plays would infringe on freedom of expression46, a fact 
that could be related to the Communist practice of censorship. 

Moreover, during the second half of the 90s, the assertion 
of the young generation of writers had occurred within a 
group with explicit extra-literary stakes47, as far as the group’s 
agenda is mainly a reaction to the new cultural, economic 
and political frame reshaped after ’89. As I previously 
mentioned, the privatisation of the literary institution marked 
bankruptcy for the field of literary goods, especially affected 
being the small-scale production of art for art’s sake. So, 
the established literary agents belonging to the fraction of 
pure production mobilised the institutionalisation and the 
consolidation of their groups as a strategy for financially 
overcoming the destitution of the small-scale production field 
and for self-conservation48. Thus, the assertion of the young 
authors under the Fracturist movement is conditioned by the 
affiliation to the established fractions of the members of the 
80s generation49. Against the background of capitalisation 
of the literary field by the new consecrated 80s generation, 
of the social scarcity and of the ideological obfuscation, the 
young literati tackle a critical position against governmental 
measures as it regards financial support of culture, and the 
literary monopoly of the old generation. Fracturism asserts 
itself as an entire anti-systemic movement, while remaining 
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a marginalised phenomenon accounting not only for the stake 
of their discourse, but also their social status in relation to the 
new material status of the established agents50. In this setting, 
it is foreseeable the anti-systemic position of the Fracturists 
giving rise to an anti-nationalist spirit at the same time.

So,  inside of the Fracturist movement the anti-nationalist 
standpoint of Marius Ianuș, who signs the following verses: 
“I’m going insane, Romania/ I am starting to lose control 
between the world of interiority/ and exterior, Romania/ I 
would have been a poet of the interior/ had I had anything 
to eat/ Romania […]/ I’m paying attention to you, Romania/ I 
am putting my long and black penis in your mouth, Romania” 
(my translation). Verses such as these scandalized the literary 
community; nonetheless, the anti-nationalist position works 
as a socially and politically acceptable position, as far as 
nationalism is claimed by the undesirable fraction by figures 
such as Corneliu Vadim Tudor, the Romanian cultural field 
being split between a “good” nationalism, and a “bad” one of the 
common people, the latter being represented by C.V. Tudor’s 
movement and associated with a sort of baroque Fascist-
Communism51. Also, accounting for the general (financial) 
situation of cultural sector under the new liberal regime and 
the rules of the free market, the nationalist spirit remains active 
rather at the rhetorical level, especially among conservative 
fractions, while factually becoming a mostly spent force, insofar 
as the literati intelligentsia come to be a peripheral voice in 
the political field and the public discourse52, on the one hand; 
and the emphasizing of the local insufficiency in relation to the 
Western capitalist prosperity starts to become more common 
among the intellectual discourse, on the other.   

So, in that conjuncture, an anti-nationalist and radical 
discourse of this order does not exactly constitute a systemically 
undesirable component of the field. Thus, Marius Ianuș and 
his group’s discourse succeeds to insert itself on the literary 
panorama despite its controversial stylistics and the boycott of 
the previously established poetical formula (such as the poetical 
discourse of the 80’s generation, for instance)53; the Fracturists’ 
poetic language being justified by the same concept of the 
autonomy of the aesthetic. Similarly, worth noting is that the 
Medeea Iancu’s poem, which covers the same topics as Ianuș’ 
above cited poem, with the exception that her discourse is 
engaged within a feminist ideological frame instead of Ianuș’ 
anti-nationalism; nevertheless, it also provokes indignation 
inside of the literary field, turning her into a marginal and 
controversial figure, since her feminism is contrary to any 
political or ideological interests of the literary fractions54. 

Conclusion

Literary autonomy or the autonomy of the aesthetic, as a 
concept, was exhausted in the local literary context, having at 
different points certainly worked as a no man’s land, as the 
literary criticism during the 2000’s showed and confirmed 
it. With all the prestige that the notion of the autonomy of 
the aesthetic enjoyed, a coherent definition of it was never 
articulated, not even by its devoted followers during the 90’s, 
while the inconsistency of the concept was volatilized by the 
generation of critics asserted during the 2000’s through 
challenging the ethos of the autonomy of the aesthetic and 
through proposing a different methodological standpoint that 
projects the analysis of the literary phenomena beyond the 
textual space. Feeding off the vein of Bourdieu-ist sociology, 
Gisèle Sapiro accounts for one of the most important 
contributions as it regards the definition of the concept of 
autonomy. Relating the functions of the concept in a different 
domain, Sapiro argues throughout her studies the relative 
dimension of the concept, which is not at all incompatible with 
the heteronomous structures. On the other hand, one of the 
remarkable merits of the literary historiography elaborated by 
Mihai Iovănel resides in the degree of his approach, the radical 
shift that Iovănel accounts in the tradition of the domestic 
historiographical practices allows to literary studies to be put 
in conjunction with the local literary phenomena in a large and 
actual methodological frame. Thus, in terms of the theoretical 
and political implications of the concept of autonomy, there 
can be inferred several conclusions: that the contextualized 
analyses and materialist approaches that Iovănel samples 
in his work factually counter the discourse of the autonomy 
of the aesthetic, confirming the fluid status of the concept 
and the legitimacy of the relative autonomy articulated by 
Sapiro, at the same time. Similarly worth noting is that the 
appearance of Iovănel’s literary history provoked several 
discussions inside the literary fractions, consumed, for the 
time being, on social media. So, precisely through the audacity 
to effect a change inside of the literary historiographical 
tradition, several literary agents denounce the present work 
for its materialist approach and its potential to be classified as 
“Marxist”- or “Communist”-theoretically devoted project and 
thus strongly ideologized. However, Mihai Iovănel’s literary 
historiography marks, methodologically, the start of a new era 
in the history of the literary historiographical projects, and the 
marginalization of his project betrays that the autonomy of the 
aesthetic has not liquidated its power in the local cultural field.   
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